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The Windsor Regional Hospital Foundation (WRHF) promotes

public awareness and encourages philanthropy to support the

purchase of life-saving equipment for Windsor Regional

Hospital — the only acute care hospital facility in the Windsor-

Essex region. WRHF wanted to expand its lottery program and

attract new donors by making a ‘big splash’ in the market. With

Ascend Fundraising Solutions, WRHF launched its online 50/50

lottery program in 2020, achieving $2.4 million in sales with 50

percent in revenue for the Foundation and attracting 17,000 new

prospective donors.

Before the pandemic, WRHF relied on legacy in-person events, 
direct mail appeals, employee giving programs, and some 
signature third-party events to raise funds. They also had 
experience running a small 50/50 lottery program through payroll 
plus a few other one-off 50/50s tied to events. 

At the start of 2020, WRHF had completed one 50/50 campaign 
with Ascend and capitalized on the first-mover advantage of 
launching a 50/50 lottery in the Windsor region. When the 
pandemic struck, the Foundation had to pivot quickly in order to 
recoup lost revenue. 

Background

Core Business
Healthcare Services

Organization Type
Hospital Foundation

Location
Ontario, Canada

Total Campaigns
13

Gross Sales
$2.4MM

Increase in Donor Base
17K new prospective donors added

Average jackpot
$93,793

Big win
Exponential growth in the Foundation 
revenue and donor base.

Driven by the success of their first campaign, WRHF decided to build on the relationship with Ascend and expand their 
50/50 program in order to bring in additional revenues for the Foundation.

With the online 50/50 program, WRHF had two major goals: 
(1) They wanted to set themselves up for success by being the first in market with a 50/50 program while also making 

a ‘big splash’ and 
(2) Increase brand awareness by attracting more people to the Foundation.

Windsor Regional Hospital Foundation Achieves Over 
$2.4 Million in Sales with an Online 50/50 Program

Over $902 million raised for over
500 charities in the US, UK & Canada



Ascend helped WRHF implement an online 50/50 program with a full-service package: from providing an easy-
to-use fundraising platform with a user-friendly backend and setting up the website, to providing strategic 
consults for marketing and creatives, reviewing sales and strategies, sharing invaluable suggestions to keep the 
campaign refreshed, and delivering excellent customer service. Additionally, Ascend also trained the WRHF team 
on Google Analytics, they helped source a media agency and build out the campaign analytics.

With guidance from Ascend, WRHF seeded the first campaign with $25,000 which made it enticing for people to 
purchase tickets, thus providing much-needed momentum for the program to take-off. This strategy helped 
them quickly break even, surpass their goal, and add approximately 10,000 new prospective donors to their 
database. Given the success of their initial two summer campaigns in 2020, WRHF decided to do a monthly year-
long 50/50 program throughout 2021.

WRHF ran their first 50/50 program in Dec 2019 and another one in the summer of 2020. The success of these two 
campaigns drove them to launch a monthly lottery program and it made a huge difference in recouping a major 
chunk of lost revenue (from in-person fundraising events) and surpassing some of their goals.

The Solution

Results

Sales and revenue generated:
Since working with Ascend, WRHF has done over $2.4 
million in ticket sales through its lottery program with 
50% going to the Foundation and 50% to the winner. 

Growth in prospective donor base:
The Foundation gained 17,000 new prospective donors 
and an easy and repeatable way of raising funds. 

Informed decision-making and strategies:
Being able to gather over 10,000 new prospective donors 
just through the first campaign helped WRHF inform their 
marketing strategy. They were able to use donor 
information to better understand their audience in terms 
of demographics, geography, and buying habits. Ascend 
helped WRHF interpret and analyze all this information to 
effectively use it to inform campaign creatives and 
media channels. 

Community impact:
The funds raised helped WRHF purchase many pieces of 
life-saving equipment for their hospital. The 50/50 
program has also helped promote the hospital brand in 
the community. 

WRHF is now working with Ascend to grow their 50/50 
program even further. 
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ONLINE 50/50 GROSS SALES (CA$)

“Ascend Fundraising’s online 50/50 program has 
been a monetary success and we’ve been able to 

purchase so many pieces of life-saving equipment 
for our hospital. It’s a new and fun way to reach out 
to our community and promote our brand.”

Cristina Naccarato
Philanthropy Manager, WRHF

Over $902 million raised for over
500 charities in the US, UK & Canada

“If we didn't partner with Ascend, I think that our 
foundation would have had a really hard time 

building the immediate results and momentum 
that we did. Because they're leaders in the field and 
have the expertise that we did not, they were able 
to make sure that we entered the space with a lot 
of success to begin with, which made the entire 
process much easier.”


